
Frequently Asked Questions: Short Abstracts 
May I present my short abstract at other conferences AFTER the International Meeting for Applied 
Geoscience and Energy (IMAGE)?  

You do not transfer copyright for your short abstract and may present your work at any venue after 
presenting it at IMAGE provided proper acknowledgment is made of the IMAGE presentation.  

May I present my short abstract at other conferences BEFORE IMAGE?  

No. The only exception is if you are presenting your work to a very small audience different from 
the audience that typically attends the IMAGE Technical Program and you have obtained 
permission in writing in advance from the IMAGE Technical Program Committee chair(s). 

May I publish a derivative work based on my short abstract? 

If IMAGE presenters determine that they wish to turn their IMAGE material into a full paper, SEG 
and AAPG would like to be considered first as publishers of that paper prior to any other 
publishers. Journals published by SEG and AAPG are always seeking quality papers to review for 
publication and believe that authors selected to present at IMAGE would be well placed to provide 
excellent material. Presenters who want to write full papers based on their IMAGE presentations 
can contact SEG at publications@seg.org or AAPG at bulletin@aapg.org for answers to any 
questions or further information. 

May I submit my short abstract if permissions are still pending? 

No. All permissions must be secured at the time of submission. Accepted short abstracts will be 
made available to the public on the IMAGE website and in the meeting app. 

May I share my short abstract on article-sharing sites (e.g., ResearchGate)? 

With respect to short abstracts for which copyright has not been transferred to SEG/AAPG, 
authors retain copyright and are allowed to share the material.  

 

EXPANDED ABSTRACTS 

May I present my expanded abstract at other conferences AFTER the International Meeting for 
Applied Geoscience and Energy (IMAGE)?  

You may present your work at any venue after presenting it at IMAGE provided proper 
acknowledgment is made of the IMAGE presentation. If you are submitting an expanded abstract 
for publication consideration, you may not republish your expanded abstract in proceedings of 
another conference or in any other manner described in the Transfer of Copyright's "Authors' 
royalty-free rights" section without SEG's or AAPG’s permission. 



May I present my expanded abstract at other conferences BEFORE IMAGE?  

No. The only exception is if you are presenting your work to a very small audience different from 
the audience that typically attends the IMAGE Technical Program and you have obtained 
permission in writing in advance from the IMAGE Technical Program Committee chair(s). 

May I publish a derivative work based on my expanded abstract? 

If IMAGE presenters determine that they wish to turn their IMAGE material into a full paper, SEG 
and AAPG would like to be considered first as publishers of that paper prior to any other 
publishers. Journals published by SEG and AAPG are always seeking quality papers to review for 
publication and believe that authors selected to present at IMAGE would be well placed to provide 
excellent material. Presenters who want to write full papers based on their IMAGE presentations 
can contact SEG at publications@seg.org or AAPG at bulletin@aapg.org for answers to any 
questions or further information. 

May I submit my expanded abstract if permissions are still pending? 

No. The transfer of copyright that the submitter executes upon submission of an expanded 
abstract stipulates that authors have "... secured permission for the use of all materials from a 
copyrighted source and all illustrations and photographs used in the Work." Authors also warrant 
that they are empowered to transfer publication rights to SEG and AAPG and that the work "... 
does not infringe any copyright or invade any right or privacy or publicity."  

May I share my expanded abstract on article-sharing sites (e.g., ResearchGate)? 

With respect to expanded abstracts for which copyright has been transferred to SEG/AAPG, 
authors are allowed to post only a summary or Kudos description—not the full expanded 
abstract—on these article-sharing sites along with a link to the version of record as published in 
the SEG Library.  
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